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The Rebirth of the Renaissance
The Renaissance at Lake Ivanhoe, which was built in 1990, is gaining new life as many are looking
for the convenience of condo living. Many of the units are being updated by individual owners and
Grant Gribble, FASID IIDA, recently redecorated the lobby to help bring this historical building
into a new era. He shares his personal connections to this project.
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have always had an attachment to

the original developers. I was working

the Renaissance at Lake Ivanhoe

with my mother, Alice Gribble, and we

Fast forward 20 years and it seemed

since its early beginnings — even

were doing the preliminary design of one

that slowly many of my long-time residen-

before it broke ground. Back in the

of the penthouse units. Back in those days,

tial clients were starting to rediscover this

late 1980s, I was teaching drafting (pre-

they had a sales model of the building set

quiet jewel of a property. About once a

CAD), part time, for the Interior Design

up at the top floor of what was then the

year I would get a call that one of them

Department at Seminole Community

Radisson hotel. From there, Mom and I

had decided to sell their home (and the

College (now Seminole State College) and

decorated a suite in the early 1990s, when

maintenance) for something “simpler”

one of my students was married to one of

the building was featured as the Orlando

and secure — where they could lock the
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Opera Guild’s Designer Showhouse.
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door, go on a trip or to a second home for
months at a time and know that things
would be as they were once they arrived
home. Well, I guess they might have had a
surprise this last time when the Grand
Lobby was redecorated. Every time I would
visit a client (as the lobby furnishings and
décor grew a little more tired), I would ask:
“You know I would love the opportunity to
work on the lobby when the owners are
ready to tackle such a project. You’ll need
a licensed interior designer to work on a
space like this and I happen to be one
(hint, hint).” And finally, it happened!
It’s a landmark property — probably the
first in the Orlando area. And still one of
the most impressive spaces. The Italianate
architecture was especially noteworthy. It
would have been a sin to undo the good
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that had already been done. It just needed

the interior architecture to remain intact.

a little cosmetic help. So, I came in with

Upholstery fabrics in seafoam to reflect

my design associate Glenda Cortes and

the colors of the Mediterranean Sea were

we came up with a plan and presentation

married with cocoa and chocolate brown,

to keep all of the architectural details that

Ghirardelli perhaps. Woods are deep, rich

were key to defining the space and then

mahogany, and brass accents (burnished,

created a sophisticated palette of rose

not polished) make a return. The furnish-

beige tones to accent the existing marble

ings blend both gold and silver leaf finishes.

flooring. Panels of damask wallcoverings

And classic details like the Greek key

were added and art panels with scenic

motifs provide a common thread.

murals were incorporated within those

The challenge was to specify products

panels (and homage to scenic wallpapers

required when used in commercial spac-

by Gracie or Zuber). Painted moldings in

es, while maintaining a higher end, more

tonally deeper shades as highlights

residential feel. The space is actually just

(rather than your traditional “whites”)

one large living room for all that reside

really bring back the grandeur of the

there. Now that the lobby is complete,

space. We have updated the furnishings

future projects include the common hall-

from being more of an Old World Italian

ways, conference room and card room, so

to a metropolitan vibe that has traditional

there are still more great things to come.

lines that are clean and tailored, allowing
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